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Abstract 
This paper has made a comprehensive introduction to the new national standard GB50116, which is the code for the design of automatic 
fire alarm system. It gives a specific comparison between GB50116-2013 and GB50116-98. And the content of GB50116-2013 is more 
comprehensive than GB50116-98. The paper makes detailed analysis to their specific contents, and gives comparative analysis to these 
two standards, including terminology, basic provisions, design of fire linkage control, selection of fire detectors, settings of system 
equipment, system power supply, and cabling, etc. 
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1. Introduction 
On September 6, 2013, the GB50116-2013 "Code for Design of Automatic Fire Alarm System" was officially released. 
Meanwhile, the old standard GB50116-98 was repealed simultaneously. This paper makes further introduction to the 
content. 
2. Design of fire linkage control  
2.1. General provisions 
x Added the mandatory provisions on the basic technical requirements of fire linkage control panel. 
x Added the regulations on the voltage control output and power capacity of fire linkage control panel. 
x Added the mandatory provisions on characteristics parameters of fire linkage control devices.  
x Added the regulations on the start-up of the fire equipment with large starting current. 
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x Added the mandatory requirements on the logic relationship of fire linkage trigger signals. 
2.2. Linkage control design of automatic sprinkler system 
x Refined the mandatory requirements of automatic sprinkler system linkage control design. 
x Refined the mandatory requirements of pre-action sprinkler system linkage control design. 
x Refined the mandatory requirements of deluge sprinkler system linkage control design. 
x Refined the mandatory requirements of automatic drencher system linkage control design. 
2.3. Linkage control design of hydrant system. 
x Refined the mandatory requirements of hydrant system in linkage control mode. 
x Refined the mandatory requirements of hydrant system in manual control mode. 
x Refined the mandatory requirements of the hydrant pump operation signal. 
2.4. 2.3.4 Linkage control design of gas fire extinguishing system and foam extinguishing system. 
Gas fire extinguishing control unit is the newly-added content. And the content of foam extinguishing system is more 
concrete. 
2.5. Linkage control design of smoke control system. 
It is more concrete. 
2.6. Linkage control design of fire door and fire shutter system. 
It is more concrete. 
2.7. Elevator control linkage design. 
Newly-added chapter. 
2.8. Linkage control design of fire alarm and fire emergency broadcast system. 
Newly-added chapter. 
2.9. Linkage control design of fire emergency lighting and evacuation indicating system. 
Newly-added chapter. 
2.10. relevant linkage control design. 
Newly-added content. 
3. Selection of fire detector 
3.1. Selection of point-type fire detector 
x Some new occasions have been added to the applicable areas of point-type smoke detector, that is, "shopping mall", 
"train passenger compartment", and "garage", etc.; Its application in electrical occasions with fire risk is eliminated. 
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x The "high altitude area" is added to the applicable area of point-type photoelectric smoke detector. "The occasion that 
may produce black smoke" is eliminated. 
x A new occasion is added to the applicable areas of point-type heat fire detector: The inner side of safe exit which 
requirements the linkage control to turn off the  'safe exit' sign light. 
x The selection rules of camera-based flame detector are newly added. 
x "The detection area where the combustibles are metal and inorganics" is added to be one of the areas where point-type 
flame detector and camera-based flame detector are not applicable. The following occasions are removed from their 
inapplicable areas: "where smokeless fire may occur", and "where shall have fire operation, X-ray, or arc in normal 
condition". 
x New inapplicable occasions are added to single-band infrared flame detector 
x New inapplicable occasions are added to UV flame detector. 
x Refined the applicable areas of carbon monoxide fire detector. 
x Added the selection rules of aspirating smoke detector. 
3.2. Selection of linear type fire detectors 
x Added the inapplicable occasions of linear beam smoke detector. 
x For the applicable occasions of cable type linear heat detectors, "the interlayers and lofts where typical detectors are not 
suitable to be installed" is added. While the following occasions are eliminated: "distribution equipment, switchgear, and 
transformer, etc." and "control room, loft of computer room, underfloor, and other important equipment shelters.  
x Added the selection rules of linear fiber optic heat detectors. 
3.3. Aspirating smoke detector 
Added new contents. 
4. Settings of system equipment 
4.1. Settings of fire alarm control unit and fire linkage control unit. 
The terms "centralized control unit" and "district control unit" are abolished. Instead they are collectively called fire 
alarm control unit. 
4.2. Fire detector settings 
x Added the detailed provisions for the settings of carbon monoxide fire detector, flame detector, image-type fire detector 
and linear beam smoke fire detector. 
x Abolished the saying of "air-tube linear detector of temperature difference", and change to "linear heat detector". 
x Added the new provisions for the settings of fiber bragg grating heat detector and pipe-sampling aspirating smoke 
detector. 
x Based on the actual test results, the new standard has added the settings of smoke detector in ceiling grid.  
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4.3. Settings of fire indicating panel. 
Added the relevant provisions on the settings of fire indicating panel. 
4.4. Settings of fire alarm device. 
x Added the specific installation occasions of visual fire alarm device. 
x Added the installation height requirements of fire alarm device. 
4.5. Fire emergency broadcast settings 
x Abolished the requirements to design fire emergency broadcast system in different system forms. 
x Abolished the regulations on the situation when fire emergency broadcast and common public broadcast are combined. 
x Abolished the regulations on the installation height of wall speaker. 
4.6. Module settings 
This part is new content. It gives mandatory regulations to the installation of modules. 
4.7. Settings of graphical display device in fire control room 
This is new content. It gives mandatory regulations to the installation and line connection of the graphical display device 
in fire control room. 
4.8. Settings of fire alarm transmission device or user information transmission device 
This is new content. It gives mandatory regulations to the installation and line connection of the fire alarm transmission 
device or user information transmission device. 
4.9. Settings of fire door monitor 
Added the installation setup requirements of fire door monitor. 
5. System power supply 
For the automatic fire alarm system, it provides the rules for the grounding resistance of the grounding device, and the 
grounding wire. 
6. Wiring 
6.1. General provisions 
x The voltage level requirements of insulated copper wire or copper cable has been modified. For transmission line and the 
control circuit with power supply below 50V, the requirement is no less than AC 300V / 500V; For power supply and 
control circuit with 220V/380V, the requirement is no less than AC 450V/750V. 
x Added the provisions on wiring and wiring process of automatic fire alarm system in the outdoors and underground 
(underwater) tunnel or in the occasions with humidity greater than 90%. 
x Added the setting requirements to the system design based on wireless communication.  
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6.2. Indoor wiring 
x For the plastic pipe that protects the transmission line in automatic fire alarm system, it is required to be rigid plastic tube 
above B1 grade; and added flexible (metal) electrical conduit. 
x Added the mandatory provisions of the power line for automatic fire alarm system and the wires and cables of the fire 
linkage control line. 
x For concealed wiring protection, in the old standard, it was required to adopt the metal tube or rigid plastic tube with fire-
retardant treatment, while in the new standard, it is revised to metal tube, flexible (metal) electrical conduit, or rigid 
plastic tube above B1 grade. 
For surface wiring protection, in the old standard, it was required to adopt metal tube or metal trough, while in the new 
standard, it is revised to metal tube, flexible (metal) electrical conduit, or metal enclosed trough. 
x Added the provisions on wiring of cables with different voltage levels and different fire compartments.  
x For the transmission line of fire detectors, the colors number of the negative line has been increased. The black color is 
added besides blue.  
x The relevant regulations on the terminals inside the terminal box  and the system wiring of the transmission network are 
abolished.  
7. What's new 
The new standard has added four new systems in its revision process, that is, the residential building automatic fire alarm 
system, the combustible gas detection and alarm system, the electrical fire monitoring system and the automatic fire alarm 
system of typical occasions. 
8. Conclusions 
The new standard, based on the old one, has made necessary additions and modifications. It refines the requirements of 
fire linkage control and engineering design. Meanwhile, the following systems are added to the standard: the electrical fire 
monitoring system, the residential building fire alarm system, and the combustible gas detection and alarm system. 
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